STRATEGY, TACTICS AND OBJECTIVES
ground at our disposal, and it proved admirable for the purpose,
possessing a level surface of turf remarkably good for India, If
somewhat dusty. We found that little work was needed beyond
an improvement of the white markings, the erection of portable
hangar and tents and the sinking of one or two tube wells.
The landing-ground was ten miles east of Purnea itself, and
260 miles north of Calcutta, the dusty and not too level motor
road from Purnea to Siliguri and Darjeeling running alongside it
To reach the mountain from Lalbalu, the aeroplanes would
fly almost due north for some fifty miles, first over chequer-
board fields, and what in former days were exceedingly rich
plantations of indigo, then over the amazing thirty-mile level
stretch of turf called the Rumba. Here all the Air Forces of
the world could land in safety, and this zone, unbroken by
fence or ditch or anything but an infrequent tiny patch of
dusty plough, runs to within a few miles of the frontier line
with Nepal.
It was no doubt the temptations of this huge stretch of what
men called "cavalry country" that led to the stationing there in
the old days, of a brigade of cavalry.
Here and there are ruins of old indigo factories, and tumbled
piles of strikingly fine brickwork which had held their boiling-
vats. In the centre lie the attractive picturesque ruins of a
castle-fort of the Mogul days, probably indeed earlier still,
called Thakurganj.
Along the edge of the Rumba, almost due north, runs a little-
used narrow-gauge railway, through Forbesganj to Jogbani, the
village entrepot for trade with the Nepalese villages of die plains,
by goods carried on pack ponies and small ramshackle bullock
carts.
After Jogbard the fields, grassy swards and cultivation of
Bihar, give way to a savage wilderness of almost pathless jungle,
the hunting-ground of the tiger and of the almost extinct
Asian rhinoceros.
The flight over this zone, called the Terai, would, it was
estimated, occupy perhaps ten minutes, though an attempt to
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